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The economic system
Decision-making agents in the Economy

Elements of the economic system
• Individuals (consumers): The basic units of the economy. They decide over what and how much

to consume and what sort of and how much resource to oer in exchange.

• Business rms (companies, producers): articial units, consisting of people, who cooperate in

order to produce - to transform resources into goods or services demanded by the people. So each
company is owned by one or more people, directly or indirectly.

• Governments: articial units, which we consider to be a sum of the people. Its job is to set the legal

framework for the economy and to redistribute (a part of) the income. Governmental decisions are
based on political and not market mechanisms.

• Other organizations: trade unions, cartels, clubs, foundations, churches, etc. (these can usually be

traced back to one of the above types.

Object of economic decisions

Elements of the economic system (cont.)
• The objects of economic decisions are commodities or goods. These terms are usually understood

to include not only merchandize but also services. Services represent a ow of benets over a period
of time, which might be derived either from physical goods (e.g. shelter provided by a house) or
else from human activities (e.g. the entertainment provided by a concert.

Economic activities

Elements of the economic system
• Economic activities:

 Consuption:
∗ the ultimate economic activity
∗ in a sense the explanation for all the others.
∗ In their consumption decisions, individuals choose their goods they like the best, given
their incomes and the prices they face.
 Production
∗ transform resources into consumable goods.
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Note 1. To be economically rational, production should represent conversion from less desired
to a more desired conguration.
 Exchange (trade)
∗ like production it is also a kind of conversion: sacrice of some goods or resources for
others.
∗ It does not create of destroy goods, but only reshues them among the dierent decision
making agents.
Note 2. From a social point of view exchange is distinguished from production by the fact that the totals
of commodities are unaected.

Several model can be used to explain the same phenomenon, usually. We can treat a phenomena
as consumption, or production or even as an exchange. It depends on what sort of features of that
phenomena we would like to explain. Let us identify the models in the following cases:
• I am going to have lunch at the cafeteria.
• I run a cafeteria.
• Bilking on the bus or buying a ticket.
• I am going to have lunch at the cafeteria.

 as consumption: from a given amount of money (income), at given prices what sort of food
(good) I choose.
 as production: eating a certain amount of food (resource) how much work (services) I am
capable of
 as exchange: I exchange my given amount of money (goods) to a given amount of food (goods),
just as many other people do. How does the exchange rate of food/money will change due to
this?
• I run a cafeteria.

 as consumption: from a given amount of money (income), at given prices what sort of raw
materials (goods) I buy.
 as production: using a certain amount of raw materials (resource) what sort of food (good) I
will prepare
 as exchange: I exchange the given amount of food (good) to a given amount of money (good),
just as many other cafeterias. How does the exchange rate of food/money will change due to
this?
• Bilking on the bus or buying a ticket.

 as consumption: from a given amount of money (income), at given prices (ticket, expected punishment) which combination of goods will I choose (travel+little money or travel+fear+more
money).
 as production: for a given service (being on the other side of the town at a given point in
time) how much resources should I sacrice
 as exchange: as everyone else on the bus I exchange my goods (money as price of the ticket
or as expected fee for bilking) to a service. How does the price of ticket or the punishment
for bilking change due to this?

An economic agent can appear in many roles as well:
• A book store can be a consumer when buying books from publishers and producer when setting

the prices for these books.
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• A local government can be in the government role, when issuing statutes, collecting taxes or giving

out social assistance. But it could also be consumer when ordering a construction of a new school
from a company, or a producer when running a school (oering educational services to families).

• A parent can be a consumer when goes for shopping, producer when in her/his spare time cooks

food; or government when creates incentives for the kids ("if you don't eat that spinach, then no
dessert for you").

Note 3. Depending on what we use to describe a phenomena sets (more-or-less) what we take to be

dened inside the model, and what are the exogenous factors.

Economics as a science based on mathematics
Mathematical tools and models
The requirement of numerical forecast and strict logical structure in economics necessitates quantitative (mathematical) methodology:
• functions
• graphs
• conditional maximization-minimization

Parts of a mathematical model (that you always have to be able to identify):
• variables (in economics

model

endogenous variables ): their values are set within the framework of the

• parameters (in economics

exogenous variables ): their values are set outside the framework of the

model, so the values are given with the model

• functions: describe the relationship between the variables

E.g..: A company transports building rubble. It charges 2000 HUF for a cubic meter. It has 2 lorries,
and each can carry 10 cubic meter. Let's assume that the cost of a transport (independent of the amount
and the distance) is 5000 HUF.
• How does the prot (y) depend on the amount of rubble transported? (dene the function, and

draw a graph!)

• How would the function change if the company had unlimited lorries?
• Identify the (endogenous) variables and the parameters (the exogenous variables) in the model.
• How much rubble should be transported in order to gain 16 000 HUF prot?

Dierent levels of analysis
Microeconomics versus Macroeconomics
• A typical microeconomic problem: if a company lowers its price by 5 percent on a market, how

would its prot change?

• A typical macroeconomic problem: if the government can lower unemployment by 5 percent, how

would the price level change?

That is
• A

microeconomics deals with the decisions of well dened economic units, separate markets and

their interactions.
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• A

macroeconomics deals with the economy as a whole, with aggregated markets and their interac-

tion.

Note 4. Is there a fundamental dierence between the methodology of micro- and macroeconomics? If
we take our principles seriously then there is not! The two has to be in harmony, so microeconomics

founds macroeconomics.

Fields and borderlands of economics
Microeconomics
Macroeconomics
Market theory and marketing, Development economics
Business nance
Bank nance
Business theory
Regional economics
Economic regulation
and Economic policy

Where do data come from for the mod-

els? Statistics, econometrics, Accounting, etc.
Note 5. Microeconomics, due to its special logic and use of notions, can be considered as the language

for all economic subjects. Microeconomics will be used inn almost all of the economic subjects you will
study.
Finding solutions to social problems as an economist
see: HGH table 1.1
Objections against economics
• "Economists always conict each other"

 The power of debate
 (HGH example 1.10) In what do economists usually disagree?
• "How come not all economist are rich? They should know how economy really works." (HGH

example 1.2)

• "Economists are selsh" (HGH1.6 és HGH1.7 example)

Summary
Summary
• Economics as science and as method
• Principles






Cost benet comparison (based on opportunity cost)
Scarcity
Rationality postulate
Modeling

• Economics as social science






Following self interest
Allocation mechanisms
Market interactions
Intended and unintended consequences
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 Market failures
 System of incentives
 Positive versus normative approach
• Economics as a science based on mathematics
• Fundamental modeling framework






Homo Oeconomicus
Production
Consumption
Exchange

• Fields of economics
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